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Imagine a boat designed for funny sailing, either it is ... - windyak

Dec 1, 2007 - Sea kayak success reveals a desire for easy wild 'cruises'. Paddling is perfect to move on water when weather is calm, but in practice its use is ... 
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Imagine a boat designed for funny sailing, either it is windy or not, Imagine a boat designed for sailing on any lake, sea, or stretch of smooth water, Imagine a boat ready for use in 10 minutes from your car roof, Imagine a boat that can be kept out of your duties when not used, YOU ARE NOT DREAMING, THIS CONCEPT IS NOW A REALITY



www.windyak.com [email protected]



is an innovative concept of sailing trimaran foldable to a kayak during navigation She combines, thanks to her lightness, both speed fun of a multihull and easiness of a kayak. The double practice she allows prefigures tomorrow’s light sailing. Single or double handed, she can be carried on a car roof and prepared in a few minutes without any tool, her domain doesn’t restrict to only seas and lakes. She is the ideal instrument to go discovering too unusual waters out of reach of other sailing crafts, like rias, rivers and canals. ,, with her sailing-paddling propulsion, intends to fill the environment-friendly boat slot in the market. Thanks to her light weight, building and carrying her has limited environmental impact. She also addresses the warming gas reduction issue by proposing a craft offering various interesting uses on any water place including inland ones : this can be a mean to incite people to reduce their leisure travels. , project has been selected as one of the 3 finalists in the “Bateau bleu” competition set up by the Nautical Industry French Federation (F.I.N). The goal of this program is to promote R&D and innovation in nautical industry, to develop new environment-friendly products. 2007 event theme was « eco-design for pleasure boats or equipment ». Project started 4 years ago and several prototypes have been built. Support of French national innovation agency ‘OSEO-Anvar’ has permitted to perform an extended market research at La Rochelle boat show in September 2006 (350 people interviewed). Boat exhibition and testing allowed to know public’s reaction regarding concept and technical definition. Study results confirm a real demand for a product permitting to mix sailing and paddling practice. A strong potential shall logically exist in large wild and lake countries, in north America but also Australia, northern Europe including the Netherlands. Project managers now wish developing partnership and licenses with manufacturers for building and marketing of various designed products. Concept has been currently adapted to 3 different sizes, between 4.2m and 5.9m; a removable trimaran kit for usual sea kayaks is also under development



?



Project originates from the wish to have a single boat, suited to different weather conditions. This, to avoid as possible to stay blocked ashore. Sea kayak success reveals a desire for easy wild ‘cruises’. Paddling is perfect to move on water when weather is calm, but in practice its use is limited soon, for non-trained people. As soon as wind rises , it is much more funny and restful to use a sail. Design goal has then been: to get a craft keeping both kayak capability and easiness while also affording function and effortless speed fun of a light sailing boat. Adaptability to weather conditions brings self-moving and is a real safety factor. It significantly increases sail possibilities compared to an ordinary kayak. Design goal is so: to get a craft keeping both kayak capability and easiness while also affording function and effortless speed fun of a light sailing boat. Adaptability to weather conditions brings self-moving and is a real safety factor. It significantly increases sail possibilities compared to an ordinary kayak.



is a specific design, far from simple mounting a ‘handkerchief’ sail on an existing kayak. Trimaran configuration with short floats and a unique beam is the lightest to provide her with necessary stability to support a sail, while keeping a light and thin hull for easy paddling. Hull length and volume are enough to reach good sailing performance. ‘Sit-on-top’ deck design (without manhole) is comforting for beginners, adaptable to various crew numbers, and allows heel and trim control by moving crew on board. Trimaran-kayak concept is accessible, just as kayak, to some handicapped people. For transport, reduced hull mass allows easily heaving up. The whole boat can be carried on a 1 meter wide car roof without cluttering up the vehicle internal volume. The limited bulk is also an asset for storage. Above all, can be folded- and unfolded- when navigating in a few minutes to convert from monohull kayak configuration into sailing trimaran one. This unique feature allows to adapt in real time to sailing current conditions, and to access as a kayak to any stretch of calm water: No beach is required to go to water, any river bank or pontoon suits. The rig can be fallen in a few seconds to go under a bridge When folded, rig and beam symmetrically lay on each cockpit side, close to paddler’s trunk and low on the deck, to not hamper paddling. Floats are placed at fore and aft ends, aligned with the hull.



Unfolding is easily performed, by as set of patented (USA, Canada, Europe) basic mechanisms: A few rotations of specific parts commanded by rope hauling are enough to move and fasten beam and floats in stable trimaran configuration. The one-piece beam is first deployed by simultaneous rotation and vertical translation controlled by an axle fastened to the hull, in order to bring it at a level enough to prevent it from slamming into rough sea when sailing. One of the crew can then easily move up straight to fasten the beam to the hull, and then unfold the floats: the boat is now much more stable thanks to the inertia of the beam+floats assembly playing the role of a balancing pole.



Once floats are unfolded, it is then possible to right and fasten the rig to a detachable partners; the mast is unstayed and jointed to deck at mast step. The specific and patented design rig is a balance between performance and requirements for stowage on board when folded, and for easy mounting. The full battened sail can be folded as a fan and furled in a sleeve hauled up with a halyard. Once the sleeve is down, you get a propulsive 7 to 10 m² propulsive area depending on the model.



Developed solutions are also of main interest for a quicker mounting from the car roof. The boat will be ready to sail anywhere in a few minutes. is for her designer, R&D engineer in space industry, the logical outcome of 30 years of various navigation. A very windy Mediterranean sea crossing performed paddling between Nice and Calvi (Corsica) in 2000 was the trigger to imagine her! But the boat is also the result of a continuous thinking shared for 3 years now with a sail maker having a similar sailing and paddling culture. Convinced by the proper interest of this approach, they would like to make this practice shared by many people.



A performance trimaran that can still be easily carried.



This boat was initially designed as a transposition to paddling+sailing propulsion of the usual sailing/rowing craft. The goal was to propose a boat for nautical trips, faster either when sailing or paddling, keeping all kayak function and easiness, for preparation, stowage, carrying and going to water. The answer soon became obvious: - A narrow hull to be light and allow comfortable paddling, gives satisfying speed when wind vanishes. - A trimaran configuration is then necessary to get a good stability when sailing - A foldable boat allows to keep all uses and advantages of a kayak. - A double-handed craft is suited to nautical rides. The last step was then to find technical solutions to fulfil these specifications, trying to keep the boat as simple as possible.



Built using an infusion technique (SORIC technology), the boat once on water has shown surprising capabilities when sailing or paddling, being very tolerant to loading, allowing to have a family afternoon on board. Having the usual length of a double-handed sea kayak, she can be carried without difficulty on an estate car/space wagon or on a small trailer. She has a good loading capacity for long trips.



Major moulds are available, some evolutions are planned to take into account last concept’s improvements.



The light solutions for paddlers also addicted to sailing.



Sea kayak gathers year after year more and more fans who appreciate her easy use and the direct contact with nature she allows. However, it is often frustrating for the paddlers when it is windy to be overtaken by different sailing vehicles which go much faster, effortless. Sailing with a kayak, a canoe or a dugout, this idea is far from being new… it comes from the early age of humanity. It answers to the need to save strength and, at the same time, get some fun, using a propulsive mean better suited to weather conditions. Having a sail on a kayak allows to go farer, but existing solutions are seldom satisfying: • The small ‘handkerchief’ sail mounted on the deck is not efficient and may be dangerous (a kayak has very few transversal stability). • Usual trimaran kits for kayak most of time require to modify the hull (structural constraints), are often heavy (+20 to 30 kg) and take long time to be mounted. Once arrived ashore, when there is no wind, the question is still raised of what to do with the gear if you want to enjoy the simple lighter kayak. Due to permanently deployed beam and floats, some main advantages of the kayak are lost: - Boarding from a quay or a bank; this forbids access to many water places. - Go through a mouse hole, or under a bridge (rig can’t generally be fallen) - Paddling efficiently against the wind (windward angle and speed when beating are rarely good). Beam and rig drag are real drawbacks, all the more since the beam may itself hamper paddling.. • A small size kite, suited to kayaks, is a neat solution with many advantages (limited mass and bulk), but it is no longer usual sailing: It is not so easy to use, and brings a real safety issue (risk of being lifted by the wing). concept innovations (fast unfolding on water of beam and floats, rig folded and furled within a sleeve) have been reused to get a small foldable trimaran kit as lightest as possible, keeping all uses and easiness of sea kayak. The proposed system is suited to a decked single-handed kayak with manhole.



Converting from one configuration to the other can be performed without difficulty on water in less than 2 minutes. Floats have limited length and bulk to keep acceptable aesthetic and windage when folded, and fulfil the searched lightness goal: Mechanical loads remain limited and the system is easy to install because it can be mounted without requiring to modify/reinforce the boat.



The spirit of this intermediate solution is to be a compromise between the small size and the heavy trimaran kit, allowing to keep the advantages of kayak but also to get some fun when sailing. The kit is based on a central module supporting ‘beam’ and ‘rig’ functions, and bolted to the kayak using existing inserts; module implementation is so specific to the model of kayak used. Total kit mass is about 15 kg, and beam, floats and rig can be removed in a few seconds. Easy heaving up of the hull to a car roof is still possible, due to limited additional weight (3 to 4 kg) for the central module. Kit is currently mounted on a Skyros XL model lent by the French builder POLYFORM. There is no rudder on this boat but the paddle makes the job, using it as aft as possible, just like on Viking boats. The kit may be so adapted to any sea kayak.



A true rudder manoeuvred by a foot bar will nevertheless be more comfortable, simultaneously permitting to steer and handle the mainsheet. The boat has already been tested in open sea in a 3-4 Beaufort wind. Behaviour is satisfying, although not perfected, she correctly beats thanks to the fins mounted on the floats, and she goes fast before the wind. Next months will be devoted to optimisation & simplification of the kit (floats and fins, beam location, mast and sail size, bipod) before proposing it for sale.



The all-purpose boat for everybody is the last born of the family and the minimum size application of concept for a large public; an all-purpose leisure boat usable by everybody, for enjoying a family day on the shore. Easiness either when sailing and paddling, and limited cost have been the design guidelines. • polyethylene (or other thermoplastic material) is the only solution to build hull and floats for mass production. It has in addition an undisputed asset for recycling at end of life, compared to thermoset composite. Limited size (4.2m) allows to keep a reasonable hull weight(32 kg) thus an easy heaving up and possible carrying on nearly any car roof. • Reduced size no longer allows, due to floats’bulk in stowed mode, to have two paddlers seats. The rationale has so been to use the beam central support located behind the paddler as a back to board a passenger, comfortably laid turned to the back. This generally corresponds to the use of this kind of little craft, ie boarding, for a one hour kayak cruise, a light crew who doesn’t necessarily want to paddle. • 2 people can conveniently enjoy sailing on-board: the helmsman goes to the rear cockpit while the passenger moves to the fore seat, or on the beam when it is windy. Hull’s length remains sufficient to have good fun when sailing single-handed, with the help of a nearly 7m² sail. To simplify use and reduce cost, anti-drifting function in ensured by fins integrated to the floats allowing beating correctly, and beaching without special care.



•



The beam rotates over the aft deck for unfolding. The only limitation is that it is not possible to unfold during navigation with two people on board.



The partners is made, as for new other , models, by a jointed bipod folded on fore deck when paddling. To ease handling ashore, the boat can be pulled using a fore handle, and haulage is possible thanks to castors mounted on two lateral fins set at the extreme rear of the hull. These fins also help beginners to perform a straight track when paddling. The boat has been designed to use the paddle as a rudder for steering, this also allowing to avoid the problem of stowing on board a more than 2 meters long pole.
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Sailing!!! I bought my first 7m boat and spent 
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G134 is a single axis rate gyro designed to stabilize 
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SAILING 
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Is It Really Torque? 

No matter what they call it most pilots correctly use the rudder to counteract it. Right away, this should be a clue that the trouble is not in the rolling plane at all!
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WINDYAK abstract .fr 

System can be mounted and dismounted on a sea kayak without needing to modify this one. - Prototype is currently tested, product perfecting planned in 2008.
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